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The standard interpretation of direct-detection limits on dark matter involves particular assump-
tions of the underlying WIMP–nucleus interaction, such as, in the simplest case, the choice of a
Helm form factor that phenomenologically describes an isoscalar spin-independent interaction. In
general, the interaction of dark matter with the target nuclei may well proceed via different mech-
anisms, which would lead to a different shape of the corresponding nuclear structure factors as a
function of the momentum transfer q. We study to what extent different WIMP–nucleus responses
can be differentiated based on the q-dependence of their structure factors (or “form factors”). We
assume an overall strength of the interaction consistent with present spin-independent limits and
consider an exposure corresponding to XENON1T-like, XENONnT-like, and DARWIN-like direct
detection experiments. We find that, as long as the interaction strength does not lie too much below
current limits, the DARWIN settings allow a conclusive discrimination of many different response
functions based on their q-dependence, with immediate consequences for elucidating the nature of
dark matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) as candidates for dark matter is pursued with
increasing effort in direct detection experiments [1] that
aim to observe hints for WIMPs scattering off target nu-
clei, see, e.g., [2–9] for recent limits. Among the available
technologies, dual-phase xenon time projection cham-
ber (TPC) detectors lead the search for WIMP masses
mχ & 5 GeV [7–9]. The third generation experiment
XENON1T presented first results from 34.2 live days uti-
lizing ∼ 1 t fiducial mass [9], and is taking further data
in order to achieve its projected sensitivity of a single-
nucleon cross section of σ0 = 1.6×10−47 cm2 for a WIMP
mass mχ = 50 GeV after an exposure of 2 ton years [10].
Ongoing efforts are expected to push sensitivities further
in the next years, including the LZ detector [11], PandaX-
xT [12], and an upgrade of XENON1T to the XENONnT
experiment, with a planned active mass about three
times larger [10]. On a longer time scale, the proposed
DARWIN experiment [13] aims to cover the full param-
eter space before the coherent neutrino–nucleus scatter-
ing [14] becomes the dominant background.
Traditionally, experimental analyses assume a stan-
dard isoscalar spin-independent (SI) interaction between
the WIMP and the xenon nuclei, with the underlying nu-
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clear structure factor (also referred to as “form factor”)
approximated by a so-called Helm form factor [15]. This
choice is motivated by the fact that if the standard SI
isoscalar WIMP–nucleon interaction is present and not
suppressed, it is expected to be the dominating contribu-
tion given the coherent enhancement by all A nucleons in
a target nucleus. The differential WIMP scattering rate
per unit energy
dR
dE
∝ dσ
dq2
∝ σ0 × |F(q2)|2 , (1)
is proportional to the product of the WIMP–nucleon
cross section σ0 and the nuclear structure factor F (nor-
malized by F(0) = A for the standard SI response). The
momentum transfer q is related to the recoil energy E
and the mass of the xenon nucleus mA by E = q
2/2mA.
The limits derived from experimental analyses are usu-
ally presented in terms of the WIMP–nucleon cross sec-
tion σ0. However, Eq. (1) shows that the limit deduced
on σ0 for a given differential WIMP recoil spectrum de-
pends on the shape of F as well as on its normalization.
In particular, the standard limits on σ0 are valid only if
the SI interaction is indeed the dominating contribution
to WIMP–nucleus scattering.
However, if the isoscalar SI interaction is suppressed,
e.g., in the vicinity of so-called blind spots in supersym-
metric models [16–18], other channels become important
and can even be dominant. This issue has been ad-
dressed experimentally by dedicated searches of alterna-
tive channels, e.g., those based on spin-dependent (SD)
WIMP–nucleus interactions [19–22], non-relativistic ef-
fective field theory (NREFT) operators [23, 24], or gener-
ically q-suppressed responses [25]. More generally, the
dynamics of the underlying strong interaction, quantum
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2chromodynamics (QCD), as implemented in the frame-
work of chiral effective field theory (EFT) [26–29] – an
effective theory of QCD valid at nuclear structure ener-
gies and momentum transfers of the order of the pion
mass – predicts further classes of subleading corrections.
Some of these responses can be coherently enhanced even
if the leading SI contribution vanishes [30].
In the event of a WIMP detection, the underlying
WIMP–nucleus interaction encodes valuable information
about the nature of the dark matter. Thus, it is natu-
ral to ask whether different interactions could be distin-
guished in present and future experiments, one possible
strategy relying on the different q-dependence of the nu-
clear structure factors involved. While recent work has
also studied the potential discriminating power of direct
detection experiments for a set of NREFT operators [31],
in this paper we study to what extent such different in-
teractions can actually be discriminated in a realistic ex-
perimental setting.
To this end we consider the nuclear structure factors
derived in [30], excluding all other contributions but one
operator of interest, and investigate whether its differ-
ent q-dependence allows one to distinguish it from the
standard Helm form factor. Our investigation derives
signal and background distributions based on toy-Monte
Carlo (toy-MC) simulations, combining the parameters
of the XENON100 detector with standard astrophysi-
cal assumptions [32] and the structure factor of interest.
While we fix the parameters specific to the known pa-
rameters from the XENON100 detector (e.g., the search
window in energy), we scale the total signal and back-
ground rates to the total mass and expected background
of the present XENON1T, future XENONnT (also rep-
resentative of LZ [11] or PandaX-xT [12]), and proposed
DARWIN experiments. For a given WIMP mass mχ,
we set the signal strength by fixing the expected num-
ber of WIMP events corresponding to a WIMP–nucleon
cross section σ0 in the standard SI interpretation. Then
we perform a likelihood-ratio analysis to quantify the
discrimination power of each experiment for the signals
caused by various non-standard WIMP–nucleus interac-
tions with respect to the signal caused by the standard
Helm form factor.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows.
First, we provide a short review of the respective nuclear
structure factors in Sec. II, before describing in more de-
tail the detector assumptions and the statistical method
in Sec. III. Our results are presented in Sec. IV, with
conclusions summarized in Sec. V.
II. THEORY
The rate for a WIMP scattering elastically off a nucleus
is given by
dR
dq2
=
ρM
mAmχ
∫ vesc
vmin
d3v vf(v)
dσ
dq2
, (2)
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 1: Diagrams for WIMP–nucleon interactions in chiral
EFT. Solid (dashed) lines refer to nucleons (pions) and crosses
indicate the coupling to the WIMP. Diagram (a) represents
a single-nucleon contribution, (b) a momentum-dependent ra-
dius correction, and (c) the coupling via a two-body current.
where q = |q| is the three-momentum transfer between
the WIMP and the nucleus, v = |v| the velocity of the
WIMP with distribution f(v), mχ and ρ the WIMP mass
and density, respectively, M is the active mass of the ex-
periment, and mA the mass of a target nucleus. Here
we take the astrophysical parameters1 from [32] (the im-
pact of the astrophysical uncertainties is considered, e.g.,
in [33–35]). Our focus lies on the cross section dσ/dq2,
which for the leading isoscalar SI interaction reads
dσ
dq2
=
σ0
4v2µ2N
F2SI(q2) , µN =
mNmχ
mN +mχ
, (3)
with nucleon mass mN . In this way, limits on the WIMP
scattering rate dR/dq2, studied in a particular range of
momentum transfer q, can be condensed into a limit on
the WIMP–nucleon cross section σ0. The cross section
is written in terms of a nuclear structure factor, FSI(q2),
that is well approximated by a phenomenological Helm
form factor [15, 32, 36]. This form factor finds its maxi-
mum at FSI(0) = A, where all A nucleons in the nucleus
contribute coherently, and decreases exponentially for fi-
nite values of the momentum transfer, see Fig. 2 below.
The typical scale of the relevant momentum transfers is
q ∼ mAmχ
mA +mχ
v ∼ 10−3mA ∼ 100 MeV . (4)
Subleading corrections to WIMP–nucleus scattering
are most conveniently analyzed in chiral EFT [30, 36–44]
(see also related work on WIMP–nuclear response calcu-
lations of A ≤ 4 nuclei [45] and on using chiral EFT for
WIMP–nucleon interactions [46, 47]), and can be classi-
fied into the three categories shown in Fig. 1. First, dia-
gram (a) represents single-nucleon contributions as they
would appear in NREFT. These corrections have been
cataloged in terms of NREFT operators Oi in [48–50],
leading to a distinct set of nuclear responses, canonically
referred to as M , ∆, Σ′, Σ′′, Φ˜′, Φ′′. In particular, the
1 Here, we simplify the notation of the velocity integral for better
readability. The respective minimum velocity vmin required for
a certain momentum transfer q has to be considered in the rest
frame of the detector, i.e., the Earth, whereas the escape velocity
vesc has to be treated in the rest frame of our Galaxy.
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FIG. 2: Nuclear structure factors for 132Xe from [30], see main text for details. Solid/dashed lines refer to isoscalar/isovector
nucleon couplings. The energy thresholds at 6.6 keV–43.3 keV, from the search window of the XENON100 detector, translate
into the solid gray bands indicating the momentum transfers below the lower (above the upper) detector threshold at qlowthr =
0.0412 GeV (qupthr = 0.1065 GeV). The vertical gray line shows the estimated maximum momentum transfer for a WIMP mass
mχ = 10 GeV. For mχ = 100 GeV and mχ = 1 TeV the maximum momentum transfer exceeds q
up
thr. The ordering of the solid
lines in the legend follows the ordering of the structure factors in the search window of the detector.
isoscalar M response is related to the traditional Helm
form factor. Out of the other five responses, only Φ′′
can be enhanced by the coherent contribution of a large
number of nucleons. Next, there are so-called radius cor-
rections, which in chiral EFT are related to momentum-
dependent loop effects, see diagram (b) in Fig. 1. These
terms depend on the same set of nuclear structure fac-
tors as the precedent single-nucleon contributions, but
are suppressed with respect to them by powers of the
(small) momentum transfer q. Finally, there are con-
tributions due to two-body currents, diagram (c), which
represent the coupling of the WIMP to two nucleons, and
lead to a genuinely new set of structure factors.
The leading contributions to coherent WIMP–nucleus
scattering were analyzed in detail in [30]. When retain-
ing the dominant contributions that are coherently en-
hanced, the cross section can be written as
dσ
dq2
=
1
4piv2
∣∣∣∣ ∑
I=±
(
cMI −
q2
m2N
c˙MI
)
FMI (q2)
+ cpiFpi(q2) + q
2
2m2N
∑
I=±
cΦ
′′
I FΦ
′′
I (q
2)
∣∣∣∣2
+
1
4piv2
∣∣∣∣ ∑
I=±
q
2mχ
c˜MI FMI (q2)
∣∣∣∣2. (5)
Here, the structure factors for the M and Φ′′ responses,
FM± and FΦ
′′
± , describe a coupling to the nucleons that
can be isoscalar (same for protons and neutrons, denoted
by +) or isovector (opposite coupling, represented by −).
The isoscalar M -response is related to the standard Helm
form factor, i.e., FSI from Eq. (3) coincides with FM+ .
Fpi originates from the two-body corrections from dia-
gram (c) in Fig. 1, which originates from the coupling
of the WIMP to the pion. The q2-suppressed terms in
the first line of Eq. (5) give the radius corrections, while
the remaining terms are produced by subleading NREFT
operators. Following [30], we have kept the two numer-
ically dominant ones, which are O3 (leading to the Φ′′
response) and O11 (generating the M response in the last
line that does not interfere with the rest). There are two
additional coherent NREFT operators, O5 and O8, but
the functional form of the associated structure factors is
very similar to M and to the response corresponding to
O11, respectively. The only difference is an additional
dependence on the relative velocity between the WIMP
and the nucleus.
Reference [30] provides the structure factors FM± , FΦ
′′
± ,
and Fpi used in this work. The results were based
on large-scale state-of-the-art calculations for all sta-
ble xenon isotopes using the nuclear shell model. The
Schro¨dinger equation was explicitly solved in a configu-
ration space consisting of the five single-particle orbitals,
for protons and neutrons, with energies closer to the
Fermi level. Meanwhile the lowest energy orbitals were
considered completely filled by nucleons. As a test, the
excitation spectra of xenon isotopes were shown to be
in very good agreement with experiment. The one-body
structure factors FM± and FΦ
′′
± were obtained using the
full wave functions obtained in the nuclear shell-model
calculations, while for Fpi only the diagonal contributions
4were considered, but taking into account the calculated
shell-model occupancies. References [36, 51] showed that
the relevant coherent structure factors at low momentum
transfer are not very sensitive to the nuclear structure de-
tails of the nuclei involved, suggesting that the associated
uncertainties may be less relevant than the astrophysical
ones [52].
All structure factors are accompanied by coefficients
c that subsume hadronic matrix elements and Wilson
coefficients describing the interaction of the WIMP with
standard model fields. For the isoscalar M -response, the
exact same coefficient, cM+ , also appears in the WIMP–
nucleon cross section σ0, which is why the WIMP–nucleus
cross section can be brought into the simple form given
by Eq. (3).
In the event of a detection of WIMPs scattering in a
direct detection experiment, the nature of the WIMP–
nucleus interaction could in principle be probed by the
distinct functional forms of the different terms in Eq. (5).
The q-dependence of the subleading corrections can dif-
fer from FM+ either due to a completely independent nu-
clear structure factor or due to additional kinematic sup-
pression in q. In a scenario where the leading response
vanishes, cM+ = 0, in principle several different contribu-
tions could vie for second place, and in general a global
analysis would be required. However, for practical rea-
sons, within a single experiment, such a global approach
may not be feasible, so that in a first step we study to
which extent each of the subleading corrections can be
distinguished from |FM+ |2. In such a one-operator-at-a-
time approach, the decomposition in Eq. (5) shows that
the relevant structure factors are |FM− |2, q4/m4N |FM± |2,
|Fpi|2, q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
± |2, and q2/4m2χ|FM± |2. The coeffi-
cients c will be adjusted in such a way that the overall
WIMP scattering rate is consistent with the published SI
limits on σ0, so that the numerical factors do not play
a role. The results from [30] for the various structure
factors are shown in Fig. 2. Since only the functional
form of each structure factor is relevant for our study, in
Fig. 2 the numerical factors have been dropped and every
power of q is accompanied simply by mN .
III. EXPERIMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND
METHOD
Once a signal excess is found by one of the leading
direct dark matter detection experiments, the immedi-
ate question to be answered concerns the nature of the
WIMP–nucleus interaction. While a standard interpre-
tation would assume an isoscalar SI interaction described
phenomenologically by a Helm form factor, several other
interactions are also possible, as discussed in Sec. II. The
underlying interaction could in principle be distinguished
from the standard Helm assumption due to the distinct
q-dependence of each structure factor. In practice, the
feasibility of this discrimination depends critically on how
many signal events are observed. Besides the exposure,
the number of events detected in an experiment is a
function of the strength of the WIMP–nucleus interac-
tion (which can be expressed in a cross-section equiva-
lent to the standard SI WIMP–nucleon interaction σ0),
the WIMP mass mχ, and the properties of the detec-
tor, mainly its energy thresholds, background rate and
distribution.
A. Detector assumptions
In order to not rely on detailed properties of different
detectors, we assume a XENON100-like detector (details
in [53, 54]), with the settings based on the data from 2011
to 2012 [55] throughout the whole analysis. The choice is
motivated by the fact that there is not enough informa-
tion publicly available to reconstruct the signal and back-
ground model from XENON1T, while for XENON100
dedicated published analyses provide the needed insight,
e.g., see Ref. [24]. The XENON100 settings refer to any
experimental properties such as the background compo-
sition and the given lower energy threshold, as well as the
chosen search window causing the upper energy thresh-
old. On the contrary, we scale linearly the total active
mass of the experiment M in order to extend our anal-
ysis to state-of-the-art experiments such as XENON1T
and future ones like XENONnT and the proposed DAR-
WIN. We also adjust the absolute background rate to
each experiment, as discussed below.
The detectors considered in our analysis use a dual-
phase TPC to observe the nuclear recoils (NR) that result
from the WIMP scattering off a xenon nucleus. A dual-
phase TPC is sensitive to two different signals: direct
scintillation light (S1) and delayed electroluminescence
photons caused by initial ionization (S2). The ratio of the
strength of the two signals – measured in terms of the to-
tal deposited energy, in units of the number of produced
photoelectrons (PE) – depends on whether the parti-
cle interacts directly with the nucleus, as expected for
WIMPs, or with the electrons within the atomic shell pro-
ducing electronic recoils (ER), as expected for the domi-
nating background such as γ-rays or β-particles. The S1
and S2 signals are anti-correlated due to the nature of
the production mechanism [56]. Several effects need to
be included in order to reconstruct the true deposited en-
ergy, and the corrected signals are usually referred to as
cS1 and cS2. These corrections include various detector
effects (e.g., the geometrical position of the interaction)
that need to be incorporated using calibration sources.
Furthermore it has to be taken into account that the
value of the created number of PE per unit energy is
not constant but follows a Poissonian distribution and
thus, the q-dependence of any signal distribution will be
smeared out when observed experimentally.
Another important experimental property of a detec-
tor is its energy threshold, as the lowest-energy NRs usu-
ally escape detection. As the differential NR spectrum
corresponding to a standard isoscalar SI WIMP–nucleus
5interaction is a falling exponential, the highest NR rate
is expected at the lowest energies [57]. Accordingly, for
a Helm form factor a significant fraction of information
is lost below the detector’s energy threshold, especially
compared with a structure factor that vanishes at q = 0.
Nonetheless, as discussed in the previous paragraph, in
practice the detector threshold is not a fixed line in en-
ergy space but it is smeared out. Figure 2 shows indica-
tive momentum-transfer thresholds for the experiments
studied in this work.
In order to account for the different experimental set-
tings the absolute background rate b of each experi-
ment is obtained. Therefore, we determine the back-
ground scaling from the ratio of ER background rates
corresponding to XENON100 and the respective exper-
iment, considering the search region of XENON100. As
the rate for XENON100 has been determined to be
5.3 × 10−3 evtskg×keV×day [55] and the rate for XENON1T
has been measured as 1.9 × 10−4 evtskg×keV×day [9], we
take for XENON1T bXENON1T = 0.036 bXENON100. For
XENONnT the background expectations given in [10] are
used with the exception of the expected further back-
ground reduction by a factor of 100 for the dominant
backgrounds induced by 222Rn daughters. As this is
too optimistic given the experience from XENON1T,
we use instead a reduction factor of 10 with respect to
XENON1T, leading to bXENONnT = 0.0036 bXENON100.
For DARWIN we have a rate of 5.8 × 10−6 evtskg×keV×day
taken from [13], which leads to a background rate
bDARWIN = 0.0011 bXENON100. Here we only consider the
ER rate from xenon-intrinsic contamination, as this is the
dominant background for the cross sections considered in
our study.
Our choice of background neglects a few aspects which,
if taken into account, would increase the sensitivity of
our study. First, the rate of NR backgrounds, which
is the challenging component when it comes to the dif-
ferentiation of two signal models, decreases more pro-
nouncedly than the ER background. Second, the compo-
sition of the NR background changes when moving from
XENON100 to current or future experiments. For in-
stance, for XENON1T it is already known that neutrons
from muon-induced scatters do not contribute anymore
to the overall background spectrum due to the active
muon veto [58]. Another example is that the contribu-
tion of radiogenic neutrons decreases with increasing de-
tector volume, and additionally future experiments actu-
ally consider reducing this background source by active
neutron veto techniques [13]. Finally, at higher sensitivi-
ties coherent neutrino–nucleus scattering occurs, further
changing the composition of the background in a way
that depends on the source of the neutrinos and their
respective energy. Besides these differences, there are
also experimental properties that are different among the
XENON100-like detector we consider for reference and
future ones. One example is the light yield – the number
of detected PE per unit energy – which increases by more
than a factor of 2 from XENON100 to XENON1T. Over-
all, all these effects combined suggest that the results ob-
tained in our analysis may underestimate the capability
of present and especially future experiments to discrimi-
nate between different WIMP–nucleon interactions.
B. Monte Carlo and likelihood analysis
We model with a toy-MC approach the different sig-
nals corresponding to the underlying nuclear structure
factors discussed in Sec. II. In our analysis we fix mχ and
chose a specific σ0, based on the Helm form factor, that
corresponds to a certain interaction strength and leads
to a number of expected WIMP events 〈Nsig〉. 〈Nsig〉 is
a function of exposure M × t (with t the time), and can
be calculated given the energy window of 3 PE to 30 PE in
the scintillation channel (cS1), corresponding to 6.6 keV–
43.3 keV for NR (see Fig. 2). So while we keep 〈Nsig〉 con-
stant when investigating the different underlying nuclear
structure factors one-at-a-time, the shape of the signal
model will differ in the detector signal parameter space
(the cS1-cS2-plane) due to the different q-dependence of
each term. An example of these differences is shown in
Fig. 3.
Likewise, the background rate (bXENON100, bXENON1T,
bXENONnT, or bDARWIN) determines the expected number
of background events 〈Nbkg〉, as a function of exposure
M× t. Using the mean number of signal and background
events, we generate experimental outcomes via toy-MC
simulations. The resulting distribution of events from the
toy-MC is then compared to probability density functions
(pdfs) derived from the background model of XENON100
in combination with a) the signal model assuming the
Helm form factor (fHs+b), and b) the signal model assum-
ing the non-Helm form factor of interest (fnHs+b). These
total pdfs are generated by weighting the chosen signal
model (fHs or fnHs) and the background model (fb) with
their expected mean number of events and normalized to
the total number of events as described by
fHs+b/nHs+b =
〈Nsig〉 × fHs/nHs + 〈Nbkg〉 × fb
〈Nsig〉+ 〈Nbkg〉 . (6)
In order to decide whether a structure factor can be
distinguished from the Helm form factor we perform an
unbinned likelihood-ratio test, where the hypothesis of a
Helm form factor signal acts as the null model and the
hypothesis of the respective different structure factor as
the alternative model. Likewise we perform an analysis
in an analogous manner to check that the non-standard
structure factor can also be distinguished from pure back-
ground.
In detail, the procedure is as follows. For a total num-
ber of eventsNtot = 〈Nsig〉+〈Nbkg〉 we first determine the
null distribution by running toy-MC experiments gener-
ating events xi from the Helm form factor signal with
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FIG. 3: Top: Probability density function based on the sig-
nal model using the standard isoscalar structure factor |FM+ |2,
corresponding to the Helm form factor. The parameter space
shows the scintillation signal (cS1) vs. the part of the ioniza-
tion signal (cS2) that is seen in the bottom of the detector.
The color code denotes a probability for each bin and the func-
tion is normalized to 1 in the given parameter space. Bottom:
Probability density function for the signal with the underly-
ing structure factor q2/4m2χ|FM+ |2 as well normalized to 1 in
the given parameter space.
background, and compute the total likelihood-ratio QNHs
QNHs =
Ntot∏
i=1
p(xi|fnHs+b)
p(xi|fHs+b) , (7)
where p is the probability of the event given the respec-
tive probability density function f . By generating this
ratio for each of the n-trial in the toy-MC we obtain a
null distribution, shown by the green curve in Fig. 4,
where we determine the 1.28σ line corresponding to the
one-sided 90% quantile.
Next we create a data set with events yi, distributed
according to the non-Helm form factor signal model of
interest and the same background model as before. We
obtain the likelihood-ratio by
QNnHs =
Ntot∏
i=1
p(yi|fnHs+b)
p(yi|fHs+b) . (8)
For each trial n we compare the same hypothesis as in the
previous step. This way we generate an alternative distri-
bution with n entries, shown as the blue curve in Fig. 4,
to be compared to the previous distribution based on the
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FIG. 4: Log-likelihood ratio distributions for the null distri-
bution (green, based on the Helm form factor) and the alter-
native distribution (blue, based on a non-standard structure
factor). Marked in red is the 1.28σ line for the null distri-
bution. The discriminating power is given by integrating the
alternative distribution from the reference red line towards
infinity. In this case this yields a discrimination power of
74%.
standard Helm form factor. By determining the frac-
tion of entries above the previously-derived 1.28σ line,
we can make a statement about the discrimination power
of present and future experiments for the particular non-
standard structure factor studied.
Finally, we follow the same procedure to test each non-
standard structure factor signal against the null hypoth-
esis of “background only.” This ensures that the cor-
responding signal would be distinguishable from back-
ground.
IV. RESULTS
We study three different WIMP masses: mχ = 10 GeV,
mχ = 100 GeV, and mχ = 1 TeV. However, as seen in
Fig. 2 for the lightest mχ = 10 GeV there is only a nar-
row corridor of allowed momentum transfers. As a result,
for this WIMP mass we could not obtain any discrimi-
nating power for any of the structure factors in Fig. 2,
even in the most optimistic scenario of the future DAR-
WIN experiment. For the other two WIMP masses2 we
considered interaction strengths based on different val-
ues of the SI cross section, starting from the reach of
today’s sensitivities and moving towards lower cross sec-
tions as long as a discrimination is possible. We took
2 In principle direct-detection dark matter experiments cannot ac-
curately reconstruct the WIMP mass from the data for large
WIMP masses. However, the features in the recoil spectra, which
allow one to differentiate between the different structure factors,
do not depend much on the WIMP mass. Tables I–III illustrate
that even the large differences in WIMP masses of mχ = 100 GeV
and mχ = 1 TeV do not change the discrimination power signifi-
cantly. Therefore, we did not scan in detail over the entire WIMP
mass range but chose exemplary WIMP masses in our study.
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FIG. 5: Discrimination power vs. exposure for three se-
lected structure factors, |FM− |2 (black), |Fpi|2 (orange), and
q2/4m2χ|FM− |2 (green). The detector setting is DARWIN-like,
with mχ = 100 GeV and σ0 = 10
−47 cm2.
TABLE I: Discrimination power (in %) of the XENON1T
settings after 10 ton years of exposure.
mχ 100 GeV 1 TeV
σ0 [cm
2] 10−46 10−47 10−45 10−46
|FM− |2 17 10 21 11
q2/4m2χ|FM+ |2 94 19 98 20
q2/4m2χ|FM− |2 74 16 90 17
q4/m4N |FM+ |2 100 25 100 28
q4/m4N |FM− |2 100 23 100 25
|Fpi|2 38 13 48 14
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
+ |2 100 26 100 30
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
− |2 100 25 100 29
the starting values from the limit in [9], corresponding to
σ0 = 10
−46 cm2 for mχ = 100 GeV and σ0 = 10−45 cm2
for mχ = 1 TeV. We checked the discrimination power as
a function of exposure for a XENON1T-like experiment
up to 10 ton years, for a XENONnT-like (also LZ-like or
PandaX-xT-like) experiment up to 30 ton years, and for
a DARWIN-like experiment up to 200 ton years.
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the discrimination power
as a function of exposure for three non-standard struc-
ture factors in the most optimistic DARWIN-like setting,
for mχ = 100 GeV and σ0 = 10
−47 cm2. |FM− |2 (black)
is the least distinguishable case, with only 26% after the
full exposure, due to its similar shape as a function of q
compared to |FM+ |2, see Fig. 2. Separating the leading
isoscalar and isovector interaction thus likely requires the
study of different target nuclei simultaneously, probing
automatically different proton-to-neutron ratios, which
can vary from r ≈ 0.6 in xenon to r = 1.0 for a sili-
con target. For |Fpi|2 (orange) the discrimination power
TABLE II: Discrimination power (in %) of a XENONnT-like
experiment after 30 ton years of exposure.
mχ 100 GeV 1 TeV
σ0 [cm
2] 10−46 10−47 10−48 10−45 10−46 10−47
|FM− |2 37 13 10 21 15 11
q2/4m2χ|FM+ |2 100 59 14 100 71 15
q2/4m2χ|FM− |2 100 39 13 100 53 13
q4/m4N |FM+ |2 100 90 16 100 95 17
q4/m4N |FM− |2 100 81 15 100 87 16
|Fpi|2 89 23 12 98 28 12
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
+ |2 100 93 17 100 98 19
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
− |2 100 89 17 100 96 17
TABLE III: Discrimination power (in %) of a DARWIN-like
experiment after 200 ton years of exposure.
mχ 100 GeV 1 TeV
σ0 [cm
2] 10−46 10−47 10−48 10−45 10−46 10−47
|FM− |2 94 26 12 100 35 13
q2/4m2χ|FM+ |2 100 100 34 100 100 41
q2/4m2χ|FM− |2 100 98 25 100 100 32
q4/m4N |FM+ |2 100 100 55 100 100 63
q4/m4N |FM− |2 100 100 47 100 100 53
|Fpi|2 100 66 17 100 81 20
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
+ |2 100 100 58 100 100 69
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
− |2 100 100 55 100 100 64
is larger, reaching up to 66% for the full exposure of
200 ton years. The most promising is to discriminate
the structure factor q2/4m2χ|FM− |2 (green), which can be
distinguished in 98% of the cases at full exposure. Like-
wise, all structure functions with a similar momentum
dependence show this high discrimination power as seen
in Tables I–III. This pattern is fully consistent with the
expectation from Fig. 2, i.e., the more the q-behavior of
a given structure factor differs from |FM+ |2, the better
the two responses can be discriminated. For that reason,
structure factors that vanish at q = 0 always offer the
highest discrimination powers for a given exposure.
Tables I–III summarize the results for each of the ex-
perimental settings. For WIMP masses mχ = 100 GeV
and mχ = 1 TeV the results give the fraction of the ex-
periments above the 1.28σ line of the null distribution
for each of the cross sections σ0 considered. Table I
shows that if in the next run XENON1T observes WIMP
scattering corresponding to a σ0 slightly higher than
present limits – close to 10−46 cm2 for mχ = 100 GeV and
10−45 cm2 for mχ = 1 TeV – there are good chances of
discrimination if the underlying structure factor actually
corresponds to a signal that vanishes at q = 0. Table II
shows that, in that case, a XENONnT-like experiment
would be able to discriminate an |Fpi|2 signal as well.
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FIG. 6: Comparison of the discrimination power during the
run time of the three different experimental settings. For
XENON1T-like (black) a fiducial target of 1 ton is assumed,
for the XENONnT-like setting (blue) a 4 ton fiducial target,
and for the DARWIN-like setting (red) we assumed 30 ton
fiducial volume. The signal is distributed using the structure
factor q2/4m2χ|FM+ |2, a WIMP mass mχ = 1 TeV, and the
mean number of events equivalent to σ0 = 10
−46 cm2.
A complete discrimination including the isovector |FM− |2
would only be reliable in a DARWIN-like experiment.
For σ0 values at the reach or slightly beyond
XENON1T projected sensitivity – around 10−47 cm2 for
mχ = 100 GeV and 10
−46 cm2 for mχ = 1 TeV – only
the future XENONnT would be in a position to discrim-
inate between a Helm form factor and those structure fac-
tors suppressed by powers of q. A fully reliable discrim-
ination, however, would demand a DARWIN-like exper-
iment, which in addition would also be able to discrim-
inate an underlying |Fpi|2 structure factor. This most
sensitive detector retains some discrimination power even
when σ0 is lowered by an additional order of magnitude.
The advantage of a DARWIN-like experiment is shown
in Fig. 6, which illustrates the discrimination power as a
function of run time for all three experiment generations
in the case of a structure factor q2/4m2χ|FM+ |2.
It has to be noted that we show the results for the
discrimination power with respect to the Helm form fac-
tor in Tables I–III regardless of the discrimination power
with respect to the pure background. This discrimina-
tion power of the non-Helm form factors in comparison
to the pure background signal hypothesis is larger for
all structure factors, with the exception of the nuclear
structure factors involving a kinematic q4 suppression.
There the capability of discrimination is greater for the
Helm form factor signal with background than for the
background only scenario, see Fig. 7. The observation of
this behavior for the q4-dependent structure factors has
important consequences for the interpretation of direct-
detection limits, since a true dark matter signal could be
rejected if its interaction mechanism were based on one of
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FIG. 7: Comparison of the discrimination power of
XENONnT for a signal based on the structure factor
q4/4m4N |FΦ
′′
− |2 vs. the Helm form factor signal (blue) and
for the same signal vs. a background-only hypothesis (red).
Here σ0 = 10
−47cm2 and mχ = 100 GeV.
these underlying structure factors and if the Helm form
factor signal were the only hypothesis being tested in the
experimental analysis. This illustrates that the consid-
eration of subleading responses is not only important to
potentially extract further information on the nature of
the WIMP, but that even in some cases a signal could
be missed if the analysis were restricted to the standard
Helm form factor.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the capability of current
and future liquid xenon, dark-matter direct-detection
detector generations to discriminate between the stan-
dard isoscalar SI interaction usually described by a Helm
form factor and other coherent, subleading nuclear struc-
ture factors. Starting from a background model for
XENON100, we have scaled it to capture the prevalent
specifications of XENON1T, XENONnT, and DARWIN
detectors. Throughout, the generic term “XENONnT-
like” represents also other dual-phase xenon experiments
with a similar sensitivity such as LZ [11] or PandaX-
xT [12]. We have performed toy-MC simulations for
dark-matter–nucleus interactions corresponding to the
leading SI interaction as well as for the whole range of
most important subleading responses predicted by chiral
EFT [30]. Based on these simulations we have performed
a likelihood analysis that has allowed us to define a metric
quantifying the discrimination power of each experimen-
tal setting, given a particular exposure and WIMP mass,
between the Helm form factor and each of the alternative
nuclear structure factors.
In general, this discrimination power is strongly corre-
9lated with the difference in shape of the structure factors
as a function of the momentum transfer q, as well as with
the window in q that is effectively probed by a typical de-
tector. Accordingly, for a mχ = 10 GeV WIMP the range
in q is simply too narrow to achieve any discrimination.
However, for heavier WIMPs, considering mχ = 100 GeV
and mχ = 1 TeV as benchmarks, the q-dependence does
serve as a valuable tool in discriminating subleading re-
sponses. The exact discrimination power depends on the
structure factor in question, those vanishing at q = 0 be-
ing more easily distinguished from the standard response.
While a XENON1T-like experiment would probably only
be able to discriminate these structure factors if the cor-
responding cross section σ0 were close to present limits,
a XENONnT setting would be able to discriminate an
|Fpi|2 signal as well, and in addition could identify re-
sponses that vanish at q = 0 for σ0 values at or below the
expected final sensitivity of XENON1T. In such a case,
the most ambitious experimental setting of the planned
DARWIN detector would be needed to discriminate an
|Fpi|2 structure factor, allowing one to identify signals
vanishing at q = 0 even in the case of cross sections sup-
pressed by an additional order of magnitude. It should
be stressed, however, that in extrapolating the detector
properties from XENON100 we have most likely underes-
timated the discrimination power of future experiments,
whose sensitivities could be assessed more accurately in
the future using refined background and signal models.
Our analysis finds that the lowest discriminating power
corresponds to the isovector structure factor |FM− |2,
counterpart of the isoscalar Helm form factor, in which
case it may be more promising to combine experimen-
tal information from different nuclear targets with varied
proton-to-neutron ratios. A similar strategy, combined
with the search of inelastic scattering [40, 59], can be used
to identify SD interactions, which can only be observed
in nuclear isotopes with an odd number of neutrons or
protons.
In addition to quantifying the discrimination power
towards subleading nuclear response functions, we have
found that in some cases the Helm form factor hypoth-
esis is better distinguished than the “background only”
scenario from the non-Helm form factor signals. In par-
ticular this is the case for all structure factors in this
study where there is a dependence on q4. This suggests
that a dark matter signal, based on one of these underly-
ing nuclear structure factors, could actually be missed if
only the standard SI nuclear response were tested. Our
study therefore provides additional motivation to also set
limits for other WIMP–nucleus interactions in future ex-
perimental analyses.
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